Kayuga Broadheads
8 Gwynn Close, Emu Plains, NSW, 2750
Phone 0403 387 205 / 0439 759 089
Email: broadheads@kayugabroadheads.com.au

Thank you for your purchase of Kayuga broadheads, your support is greatly appreciated.
Just a few quick things to ensure you get the most out of your product
 Please ensure your broadheads are as tight as you can get them! Especially with the
Pilot Cuts as they have a rotational cutting style at the time of impact the total stress of
the arrow and broadhead is all at the point of the thread in the insert and by design they
self-tighten upon impact. We highly recommend you use a bit of string wax on the
threads, this firstly acts like a thread locker. Secondly prevents the threads from binding
up or seizing and lastly creates a bit of a seal to prevent blood and moisture getting
inside your arrow shaft.
 Ensure your broadheads are sharp before hunting. Our website
www.kayugabroadheads.com.au has some instructional videos to assist you in
sharpening. Remember that a single bevel head may not feel as sharp as a traditional
double bevel as the blade angles are steeper similar to that of industrial scissors or
shears, but rest assured if you get a burr that stands up beneath it is a deadly edge.
 On the old-school range it is important to tip the broadhead by filing any of the
following styles; tanto tip, drop point, spear tip or chisel tip, we use and recommend a
tanto tip but as it’s a personal preference we leave that up to you. Keep in mind if
you’re happy with the needle point then you need not worry.
 If you have any issues or any questions please don’t hesitate to contact us via Facebook,
Instagram, Check the website page “tips and useful info” or email us at
broadheads@kayugabroadheads.com.au remember or service doesn’t end after the
sale
Kind Regards
the Team at Kayuga Braodheads
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